
Stories to Go 

Try This at Home 
Add some texture to your writing...try spreading some 
sand on a cookie sheet and writing numbers in the 
sand.  Use different objects as a “pencil.”  Fingers 
works great but cars and trucks can drive number- 
shaped roads and sea shells can drag in the sand to 
make number trails.   

TITLE    AUTHOR 
Benny’s Pennies   Bob Barner 
One, Two, Buckle My Shoe Jane Cabrera 
Ten Black Dots   Donald Crews 
Let’s Count Goats   Mem Fox 
One Giant Splash   Michael Dahl 
Zoo Animals 123   Rebecca Davis 
One Mole Digging a Hole  Julia Donaldson 
One Boy    Laura Seeger 

“Jumping and Counting” by Jim Gill 
 The Irrational Anthem CD 
“Five Little Monkeys” Pamela Conn 
 Wee Sing Animals, Animals, Animals CD 
“Bean Bag Shake” by Hap Palmer 
 Rhythms on Parade CD 
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Counting Rhyme Time 
One, two buckle my shoe. 
Three, four, shut the door. 
Five, six, pick up sticks. 
Seven, eight, lay them 
straight. 

Say a little number rhyme, 
Count numbers one by one. 
Say a little number rhyme, 
We’ve only just begun. 
 
One, two, three, four, five 
(count on fingers) 
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten. 
When we finish counting, 
We’ll start all over again. 

Johnny Works with One Hammer  
Johnny works with one hammer, one hammer, one 
hammer. Johnny works with one hammer. Now he 
works with two. (Pound leg with both fists.) 
 
Johnny works with two hammers, two hammers, two 
hammers. Johnny works with two hammers now he 
works with three. (Pound and stamp foot) 
 
Johnny works with three hammers, three hammers 
three hammers. Johnny works with three hammers now 
he works with four. (Pound legs and stamp both feet) 
 
Johnny works with four hammers, four hammers, four 
hammers. Johnny works with four hammers now he 
works with five.(Pound legs, stamp feet and nod head) 
 
Johnny works with five hammers, five hammer, five 
hammers, Johnny works with five hammers.  
Now his work is done. (Sit down) 

 

Count the acorns then trace the 
numbers below them.  Add some 

color then you’re done! 


